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Our main goal is to deliver uniqueness and customization in design and constructions
while keeping the production, transport and warehousing innovatively efficient.
This is how we imagine the world of future. Light, durable structures of customized
applications produced on demand out of one-of-a-kind parts, yet efficiently.
We use computer controlled production. Customized pattern, customized form,
customized function, one-of-a-kind product and outstanding precision is what we
deliver.
You will find all of this philosophy reflected in our products. We research, we discover
new possibilities, we play with forms and we deliver the beautiful, innovative,
surprising outcome to the people who love design and who care about the design
development.
We believe our work is a valuable contribution to the world of design not only by the
unique beauty of our forms but most of all by opening ultra-innovative opportunities
of forming and new paths for the world of future.

Please enjoy our catalogue,
Zieta Prozessdesign Team
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TECHNOLOGY

FiDU DEVELOPMENT

THE TECHNOLOGIES OF STEEL SHEETS’ STABILIZATION
We develop different efficient technologies of stabilization of thin metal sheets and
we provide lean production processes for the objects made of metal sheets.
During the work at the ETH in Zurich, Oskar Zieta and Philipp Dohmen have
researched many techniques that afford the creation of durable 3d objects out of flat
shapes of standard material.
The technologies are predicated on maximizing the use of each element. The steel
sheet shapes are bent, corrugated, punctured and inflated to achieve stability and to
be used in design or architecture.
All the elements are processed while flat and the final result is accomplished by
putting parts together and deforming them. The Laser is used as a flexible tool for
cutting and for joining. This kind of technology eliminates expensive moulds and
enables efficient non-serial production.
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FiDU: THE TECHNOLOGY OF INFLATING METAL SHEETS
DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH
FiDU is the most innovative technology developed by Zieta Prozessdesign. FiDU is
an abbreviation of the German term “Freie-Innen-Druck-Umformung” – the Inner
Pressure Forming. It means that two shapes cut from steel sheets are welded around
their edges and inflated into a 3d object. The deformation of metal sheets caused
by the pressure makes it stable. Moreover – it makes it so durable, that it can be
categorized as an ultra-light construction.
It takes only two thin steel sheets to create a complicated and very durable object
made of steel in FiDU. It allows us to create innovative, customized, bionic shapes and
to produce them in small series using very efficient production processes.
The technology can be applied to form new design shapes in furniture industry but
also to produce ultra-light constructions of great weight-capacity – for design and
architectural elements.
We work to discover the language of FiDU. How to control the ‘loss of control’?
How to bend, how to join, how to inflate shapes of different proportions? When
handled properly, FiDU gives the final form a great power and a unique beauty of an
innovative detail.
What if we could fold, transport flat or rolled – we want to take advantage and test
each opportunity the technology provides us with.
For the work on FiDU, Oskar Zieta has been awarded multiple awards, including:
Audi Mentorpreis by A&W 2011, technology Award - Materialica 2009, “Schweizer
Design Preis” 2009, the Forum Aid Award 2009, the German Design Council Prize
2009, “Dobry Wzor” 2009, the YDMI 2008, DMY Award for Innovation in production
process 2008, Red Dot Award 2008.
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ECOLOGY
Our objects are made of steel and are fully recyclable. It means that they can be
reused again as a fully valuable material to help save resources and avoid waste. We
are aware of the fact that the production of the raw steel is quite energy-intensive.
This is because of the metallurgical processing temperature of 1.500 – 1.800°C
which requires input of coal and carbon in the heating process. In order to reduce
the CO2 emissions researchers around the world are working on new methods to
minimize the bad impact on the environment by finding an innovative way of steel
production. We keep ourselves informed on this subject in order to work with steel
companies that are implementing the newest developments in their steel production
processes. Furthermore, processing of metal sheets in FiDU helps reduce CO2 emissions
due to lowered material use.
We develop techniques to transport our pieces more efficiently. We learn to fold
them, to roll them and to transport them flat, to save space in transportation and in
storage. We develop lighter versions of our products made of thinner sheets every
time when the greatest durability is not needed.
We use efficient packaging without colour prints or complicated systems. The boxes
used for our products are made in 100% of a recyclable cardboard that can be reused.
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PROJECTS

Plopp stool can carry up to 2,5t, weighting only 3,5kg
20

RESEARCH ON FiDU TECHNOLOGY

SEAHORSE
Seahorse is a research project exploring new ways to build a large-scale construction
in FiDU and to aesthetically solve corners in the inflated form. A large modular
construction has been successfully realized using the FIDU-method. The resulting
elements feature surprisingly high efficiency in terms of self-weight/load-bearingcapacity ratio, as well as relatively low processing effort.

DesignParcour 2008, Munich
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FiDU FOOTBALL
FiDU football - a modular object, a more than 4m diameter icosahedron, i.e. a football,
explored the application of such characteristics as: planned contour control, precision
and rigidity of inflated objects in FiDU. In this case, high precision was required. 90
elements in total were produced. This project was the first successful completion of
a refined, precise, three-dimensional construction from FiDU elements. This is where
one often overlooked feature of the basic technology is brought to the fore - FiDU
is a sophisticated combination of digital and laser production techniques tailored to
produce the highest possible accuracy in forming technology, in which the level of
precision loss is taken into account deliberately.

DMY 2010, Berlin
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DMY 2008, Berlin
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FiDU ROTOR
To enhance the aerodynamics of the wind-rotor blades, inspiration was taken from
nature – from the fins of the whales. A non-symmetrical profile for a wind rotor could
be created successfully in FiDU technology, out of only two thin steel sheets cut in
the desired shape. This project has manifold benefits over traditional wind turbine
construction. In addition to significantly lower production cost it is also possible to
scale the wings to almost any size and thus adapt the design to the specific weather
conditions of any location.
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FiDU FOOT BRIDGE
FiDU foot bridge project is a test of use of FiDU for ultra-light constructions. With
a span of 6m and a net weight of only 174 kilograms, the bridge can carry up to
1850kg (almost 2 tonnes). And still, the main ingredients of the construction are: 1mm
thick sheet metal and 0.4bar from the air compressor. Efficient in production, easy to
build, fully-usable foot bridge is a showcase of the new opportunity delivered by FiDU.
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ARCHITONIC CONCEPT SPACE III

© Copyright by gee-ly

The key to development of this idea for Architonic was to research new methods of
joining FiDU elements together, which was enabled by inventing a series of stable knots
between different beams of the structure. This modular exhibition piece illustrates
the elegant flexibility of FiDU objects. It’s high gloss finish and shallow inflation render
a sleek impression which is in high contrast to the obviously inflated and brightly
coloured Plopp stools. The ability of FiDU to spatially and aesthetically span the fields
of design and architecture opens many possibilities for new applications.
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BLOW&ROLL
The “Blow and Roll” installation was shown at the V&A Museum during London Design
Festival 2010. It was made of large-scale steel elemens of different lengths up to
20m and of different heights. The problem and the challenge was to bring it to the
Museum’s garden in one piece. To achieve it, pieces were transported to London and
brought to the garden flat and rolled, and then they were inflated with air to the final
shape. The aim for the installation is to take advantage of FiDU’s flexibility and to
create objects that will interact with the dominating form of a pond (fountain) giving
it the 3rd dimension.
Ryc.
Production line;
Sheet metal rolling machine
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BALLANTINE’S 12, ART OF BEYOND EXHIBITION, LONDON
The Ballantine’s 12 bar was created in March 2011 for the Ballantine’s 12 Art of
Beyond event in London. Different parts of the interior were designed by different
artists – stools by Lee Broom, lights by Creatmosphere, floor by Jovo Bozhinovski,
glasses by Rolph Sachs and walls by Luis Galliusi. Zieta Prozessdesign were
commissioned to design a bar.
Oskar Zieta’s words best describe the concept: “Everything about the process
of producing Ballantine’s 12 inspired me – the distillation, pressing, warming up,
boiling, evaporating, cooling down, and liquefying. I work with innovative production
processes every day and to be able to combine my design language with the ideas
inherent in Ballantine’s 12 seemed very attractive. I compared the process of making
whisky to the material stabilizing process, experimenting with internal pressure to
make steel ‘melt’. This inspired me to reverse the regular process of inflation that
I use, and to turn it into an implosion to stabilize the ultra-thin material. Even though
the process is industrial, the overall look is of melting ice cubes.”
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ZIETA BAZAIR exhibition 2011, Cardi Black Box gallery
The exhibition at the Cardi Black Box gallery in Milan, curated by Maria Cristina
Didero and Art at Work, during the Salone 2011 was a great opportunity to develop
the new edition of unique products.

© Copyright by Simona Cupoli

This time we wanted to show that our design can be ultra-light and that it is possible
to deliver it in a really easy way - just by a balloon. We also wanted to keep the pure
and dreamy mood of a futuristic bazaar where everybody can buy a product per kilo.
And to provide the gallery with limited edition of around 1 kg heavy products we have
chosen to work with aluminium. This occurred to be our great challenge not only to
learn FiDU technology in this material but also to develop the Plopp in aluminium as
a showcase of an even more ultra-light construction. Usually Plopp stool can carry
up to 2,5t which is not needed for a stool. We could easily rationalize and lower the
possible load of the stool by producing it in other material. To show this new feature
and to tell a story in a funny and light way we decided to hang the pearl painted
Plopps on the meteorological balloons. Also to let people imagine it as a kind of
a dreamy transportation method.
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OSKAR ZIETA - testimonial for the new Audi Q3
In 2011 due to the innovative FiDU technology Oskar Zieta became the testimonial
for the Audi Q3. The new Q3 benefits from the groundbreaking ideas and recent
developments in different areas of science, technology and art of living that
inspired the minds of the Audi engineers. The PR strategy of the Audi Q3 reveals
the origins of its innovative modelling and rediscovering of its form (design),
mobility and use of space.
Zieta appears in the Audi Q3 commercial as the testimonial for design as a process
designer working with simple and flexible materials that after being processed
result in durable 3d shapes. He is underlining the profits of low weight construction
and still more possibilities for a good design and durable constructions within. All
that can be achieved with FiDU technology that is using existing CNC machines
and inside pressure accordingly. Use of elementary material – thin metal sheets
– combined with innovative technology that evolved from the knowledge of basic
physics´ theories and input of CNC machines led to an outcome where less means
actually more. And makes the slogan “all you need is less” very true!
The mix of the inspirations from different fields and scope in new technologies,
design, architecture or nanotechnology let the Audi Q3 become the optimized
choice for the new generation aware of its needs and its choices.
The PR strategy of the Audi Q3 is based on the commercials on TV and in movie
theatres, printed commercials, wide You Tube broadcasts and testimonials´
presentation on AudiTV as well as local events that do or did take place all over
the world according the Audi Q3 launching.
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STILWERK LIMITED EDITIONS GALLERY, HAMBURG
The permanent exhibition is held in a very beautiful, airy and white spaces of the
limited editions gallery in the 7th floor of Stilwerk building in Hamburg. This pure
ambience gave us an opportunity to build the focus on the object itself, its remarkable
deformations, shades or the clear painting or polishing. It is for the first time when the
whole collection of standard products like the iconic Plopp stool or the Chippensteel
0.5 chair and the limited or special editions using experimental materials i.e. copper
are being shown together.
Additionally in the very centre of the gallery on the podium the visitors could watch
the genesis of the ZIETA collection - a variety of prototypes, samples and tests in FiDU
technology. Those worn out and rusted pieces are the soul of the collection. And thanks
to them it is possible to understand the long way of researching, prototyping and testing
in FiDU that paved the way for the result we can enjoy today. It is kind of a specific
memento of our long and difficult journey of controlling the process of metal shaping
which is still unfinished. Our purpose by that was to show how we have evolved in the
meantime, what eventually we have achieved and by closer looking where are we going.
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VIENNA DESIGN WEEK 2011: REFLECTIONS EXHIBITION
– you cannot trust your senses, can you?
When visiting our exhibition REFLECTIONS at the Sotheby´s during the Vienna Design
Week 2011 which was curated by Maria Cristina Didero someone could experience
both feelings: curiosity and amusement. Even at the opening of the exhibition we
have not instructed our guest on how to play with the objects by themselves. But the
idea of playing it was easy to guess after some peep holes and buttons have been
found on just few sheets of the plain wooden boxes. And then after the light was on
a beauty of minimalistic monochrome patterns revealed to the eye of the viewer. The
black and white patterns reflected under different angles from the ZIETA objects
polished to high gloss like Multipunkt boards, Chippensteel chair, Plopp stool or
a futuristic PIN-Ball made especially to intensify the reflecting effects.
Products made of stainless steel or copper presented a different warmth of the
metal. When looking inside at some special angles the products started to disappear,
they became invisible and this is when the game became to be more interesting
than ever. Just use of simple designs caught in a cube with the objects within made
it possible to create an illusion of kaleidoscope that changed its picture every time
when peeping inside. Dully looking wooden boxes were hiding a fairy tale that needed
to be discovered and caught by an eye or a camera of the viewer!
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PRODUCTS

COLLECTION & ZIETA BETA
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THE COLLECTION AND ZIETA BETA PRODUCTS
Our products are a showcase of possibilities in FiDU technologies: flexibility of forming,
ultra lightness and durability of constructions, saving space in transport and storage.
These are exceptional shapes and unique details elaborated together by an
interdisciplinary team of engineers, designers, machines’ construction specialists,
production technologies’ specialists, material science specialists, architects and
artists. On an example of the collection we test and examine the behaviour of the
material during its deformation. An aim is to deliver perfect, conformable details, that
will serve the engineers to build more precise, detailed and customized constructions
efficiently in the future.
The Zieta collection includes not only the well known Plopp stool family, but also
Chippensteel 0.5 chair, Nogi, the unique coat hangers: Kamm, Pin and Drab as well as
other newly created products and FiDU accessories.
FiDU technology provides plenty of opportunities. Every shape cut from 2d steel
sheet can be inflated into a 3d object. After inflating, final objects can be bent, joined
together, welded together or joined with different materials.
The research work is focused on examining the new possibilities to use FiDU in real
objects. We develop different kinds of constructions. One of the best fields to test
them is the production of furniture. Constructing furniture, we need to solve all static
problems, but it takes much less material than constructing a façade.
We apply the FiDU “alphabet” to real objects and experiment with different materials,
different lengths and widths of shapes, different radiuses of arcs in order to learn
how to fully control the forming process, how to control the “loss of control” and to
perform better design.
The experimental pieces are called “Zieta Beta”.
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ZIETA ACCESSORIES
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TECHNICAL SHEETS
/zieta COLLECTION
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Plopp Standard
Plopp stool is an icon and a bestseller of Zieta Prozessdesign. The unique, toy-looking
and playful shape of Plopp is an effect of an innovative forming method – FiDU.
Since its market release, Plopp stool has been shown on many exhibitions around
the world and has won many prestigious awards – includuding Red Dot Design Award
2008, German Design Council Award 2009 and Forum AID Award 2009.
Please note: Raw lacquered steel version of the Plopp stool is designed to have an industrial look
which allows some scratches, rust stains or indications of welding process on the metal surface
underneath the lacquer.

Colours:

•
•

35cm

50cm

•

•

white
black
green
blue
yellow
red
grey
raw lacquered
inox
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Plopp MINI

Plopp KITCHEN

First shown on YCP in September 2009 during the London Design Festival, the new
Plopp Family includes: Mini Stool, Standard Stool and a Kitchen Stool. New Plopps
work great socially – everyone will find a height and colours suitable for them.

First shown on YCP in September 2009 during the London Design Festival, the new
Plopp Family includes: Mini Stool, Standard Stool and a Kitchen Stool. New Plopps
work great socially – everyone will find a height and colours suitable for them.

Plopp Mini stool is diving deeply into the playful character of the Plopp Standard. It
is meant to be a small piece of fun, joy and happiness not only for kids but for a child
hiding in every adult!

Plopp Kitchen stool is answering the needs of the people that enjoy to have
technologically advanced piece of furniture while spending their time in the kitchen
or at their desk while working.

Please note: Raw lacquered steel version of the Plopp stool is designed to have an industrial look
which allows some scratches, rust stains or indications of welding process on the metal surface
underneath the lacquer.

Please note: Raw lacquered steel version of the Plopp stool is designed to have an industrial look
which allows some scratches, rust stains or indications of welding process on the metal surface
underneath the lacquer.

Colours:

Colours:
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45cm

•
•

•

65cm

white
black
green
blue
yellow
red
grey
raw lacquered
inox

•

•
•

25cm

35cm

•

•

white
black
green
blue
yellow
red
grey
raw lacquered
inox
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Chippensteel 0.5

•

•

60cm

Colours:

•

•
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white
black
blue
inox
grey
raw lacquered

•

41cm

•

•

60cm

•
•

41cm

78cm

white
black
grey

•

•

Colours:

Please note: Raw lacquered steel version of the Chippensteel chair is designed to have an industrial
look which allows some scratches, rust stains or indications of welding process on the metal
surface underneath the lacquer.

78cm

Our new Chippensteel 0.5 Alu chair is made of aluminum which is lowering the weight
of the product by almost 2/3 without changing its features as a domestic piece of
furniture. The chair is a challenge for the FiDU technology that is reaching a higher
level of development through further research on different metals and materials.

A development of the limited edition Chippensteel chair - available in new colours. It
still offers a unique material experience but the shape of the chair has been slightly
redesigned to allow a mass-production. The chair has been uniquely processed and
produced in FiDU technology using bending properties of steel sheets.

•

Chippensteel 0.5 ALU
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Unterdruck SLIM
Unterdruck is an outcome of research on further possibilities of the FiDU technology
utilization and shape-customization in FiDU. Unterdruck bench is partly a public,
half-public and partly a domestic design object that due to FiDU can be easily
applied to mass-production as a bench or a bench structure. Thanks to the unique
construction, the elements of the bench can be produced more economically than
standard steel elements produced in small, individualized series. It has great durability
and can be easily reshaped according to the needs of the client.

Unterdruck II

Unterdruck bench was nominated to the Schweizer Design Preis award in 2009.

Unterdruck II is a ‘fatter’ version of Unterdruck bench. The frame of the bench was
made thicker to let the bench gain weight and become more useful in public spaces.
Standard lengths of the bench are 45cm, 80cm, 120cm and 160cm but it can also be
adjusted to client’s need.

Colours:

Colours:

•
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white
black

•

45, 80, 120, 160cm

•

•

63cm

•
•

53cm

78cm

•

•

•

•

45, 80, 120cm

78cm

•

•

white
black
inox
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KOZA
Flexible forming fits well all flexible solutions. Pure line of our trestle Koza is effect
of careful deformation of thin steel sheets by internal pressure. Surprising lightness,
smooth aerodynamic lines and the durable construction is the essence of what Zieta
Prozessdesign develops and what this project reflects.

KOZA II

Please note: Raw lacquered steel version of the trestle is designed to have an industrial look
which allows some scratches, rust stains or indications of welding process on the metal surface
underneath the lacquer.

Koza II is a modification of the Koza pair of trestles. The new developments make
the trestles look more industrial due to its additional fittings at the side. The novel
mountings allow assembling of the singular elements of the trestle to reach its final
shape and purpose by minimized packaging dimensions.

Colours:

Colours:
•
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white
black
yellow
grey
inox

•

53cm

•

•

100cm

•
•

100cm

72cm

•

•

•

•

45cm

72cm

•

•

white
black
yellow
grey
raw lacquered
inox
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NOGI

KOZIOL
Koziol is a derivative of the Koza II trestle and is converting the trestle into a table
frame for a small table to be used in smaller kitchens or as contract furniture for
restaurants. Max. size of the table top 1,20 m x 1,20. The table tops need to be
purchased separately as we do not provide them at the moment.

Nogi is a unique constructions for tables. It can be produced in different shapes and
sizes and in different kinds of metals. The standard table construction applies for the
maximum table top´s length of 2 m. For longer boards we are able to customize the
FiDU legs accordingly to produce a more durable table construction. The table tops
need to be purchased separately as we do not provide them at the moment.

Colours:

Colours:

•

120

white
black
yellow
inox

•

191cm

•

•

98cm

•
•

100cm

72cm

•

•

•

•

130cm

72cm

•

•

white
black
yellow
grey
inox
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Kamm

Pin

Coat hanger, available in different sizes, welded and inflated very carefully under high
pressure to create unique bulges and waves. Kamm can be used for hanging coats,
shawls, jewellery, bags and other accessories.

Universal hanger – available in many eye-catching colours and different sizes to form
colour patterns on the walls – can work as hangers or as colour – decorations for
walls. Welded and inflated in a way that allows small concavities on the surface which
brings life to simple dots. Pin hanger can be purchased as a single piece or in sets of
three Pins “PINx3”: 10, 12 and 14cm all in the same finishing.

•

50cm

•
• 13cm •

Colours:
white
black
green
grey
inox

76cm

•
• 13cm •

•

128cm

•
• 13cm •

•
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Colours:
white
black
yellow
grey
inox

ø 10cm

ø 12cm

ø 14cm

ø 16cm
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Drab

Drab MIRROR

Multiplication of a simple 90°
shaped ‘H’ letter inflated in FiDU,
designed as a bedroom hanger
for dressing-gowns and towels.
Drab hanger has been chosen
for the MUST HAVE products´
selection during the 2011 Lodz
Design Festivals.

Drab mirror is a part of a Drab
ladder family, adding a new
function to an elegant frame
created with the use of FiDU
technology. The inflation effect
is not so obvious, yet it is well
highlighted in the convexity of
this simple form.

Colours:

Colours:

47cm

•

•
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•

188cm

188cm
•

47cm

•

•

•

white
black
inox

•

white
black
inox
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Rondel
A flexible holder for fruit, candies or other things you need to put to order. Processed
and finished very carefully and precisely to create an accurate ring form in FiDU
technology.
Colours:
white
black
inox

ø 36cm
ø 27cm

TECHNICAL SHEETS

/ZIETA BETA
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TATARAK
Tatarak is using the ability of FiDU
technology to roll large objects into small
rolls before they arrive at the client.
Densely rolled coaters are sent in small
packages to save space in transport and
money for the delivery.
Unrolling is done at home to the specific
height desired by a client, according to his
preferences, using a bicycle inflation pump.
The inflation process itself could be a great
show for the whole family and friends.
After that everyone can hang anything
they wish, as the hanger will become
a fully stable and durable object.
Colours:

60cm

•
•

•

175cm

inox

•

• 35cm •

• 35cm •
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Osiem

Multipunkt

Osiem is a lamp designed and produced in FiDU technology as a construction for
a light bulb. Shaped in a way that helps to bend it easily and form a 3d lamp. Product
is available in beta edition – its features are still developed.

Unique FiDU-processed surface to put notes and memories. Works also very well as
a wall decoration, as inox steel is not magnetic. The holes allow to control the form
of the board and to create little waves that make it look so extraordinary. Product
is in a beta version.

•

Colours:
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•

72,5cm

•
•
47,5cm

white
inox

•

36cm

•

•

•

white
black
blue
inox

40cm

Colours:
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Bones
The “bones” project is based on well known construction systems of bones (skeleton).
The most characteristic attribute of this kind of “construction” are joints. Elements
can be joined together into a pattern. They can be used as hangers. Product is in
a beta version.
Colours:
white
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BOTKI
Botki is the answer to the worldwide synergy of design in fashion, product, industry,
etc. The simple design of the Botki socks for Plopp and Chippensteel 0.5 chair are
combing the futuristic, playful look of the FiDU products with the moderate felt. Botki
socks add warmth to the metal and make the product soundless and more subtle
when placing on the floor. Small leather patches at the bottom side of the socks
prevent gliding of the seatings while wearing Botki.
In sets of 3 pieces for the Plopp stool and 4 pieces for the Chippensteel 0.5 chair.
Colours:
•

•

15cm

•
•

15cm

15cm

•

•

grey
pink
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PLACEK

BERET

Placek is a round, flat form made of felt on the top and synthetic leather underneath.
It was primary developed to serve as a underlay or a pad for the Plopp stool or
other seatings made of deformed metal with FiDU alike waves or bulges. But it
could suit almost all flat surfaces like wooden or metal table tops or seatings,
kitchen decoration, etc.

Beret is further modification of the simple form of Placek specially designed for the
Plopp stool purposes. It has a pear-deformed shape underneath that allows to keep
the Plopp pad in place while seating. Due to the softness of the felt and fleece seating
on the Plopp stool is becoming a mild and cozy experience for each user!

top: grey felt
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•

Ø 34cm

•

bottom: dark grey fleece
•5mm•

bottom: black synthetic leather

Ø 30cm

•
•

•

14cm

top: grey felt

•

Colours:
Colours:
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PLOPP UP
Plopp Up is a development of the original Plopp stool. Now, you can add extra function
to your stool and make a small table of it! Table top is made of matt painted ash wood.
Colours:
•

42cm

•

•

14cm

•

ash matt
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ZIETA LIMITED

& SPECIAL EDITION

ZIETA LIMITED
ZIETA Limited is a section of Zieta Prozessdesign’s products made of highest quality
materials and using the most innovative technology of their processing. These are
exclusive limited series of objects available on special requests made of INOX steel,
copper, aluminium or other materials.
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TECHNICAL SHEETS

/ZIETA LIMITED
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Plopp COPPER FAMILY
The limited edition of the Plopp Standard and Mini in copper á 300 pieces each is
exploring the FiDU technology on its advanced level by processing materials other
than steel. The mostly recognized FiDU manifest – the Plopp stool – was enriched
by the impressive material that after finishing to a high gloss polish became a very
desirable object by many collectors.
•

35cm

•
•

•

•

50cm

•

25cm

35cm

copper

•

•

Colours:
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Chippensteel
Chippensteel chair is apart from Plopp stool the first trial object produced in the FiDU
technology in its early development stage. The limited edition of the Chippensteel
chair is the anthem in the honor of the first experimental pieces developed in 2006
slightly modified in order to allow almost 100%-handmade one-of-a-kind production.
Chippensteel chair is available as limited edition of 20 pcs in copper (sold out), 50 pcs
inox and 100 pcs raw lacquered steel (see p. 162-163).

Chippensteel 0.5 COPPER

Please note: Raw lacquered steel version of the Chippensteel chair is designed to have an industrial
look which allows some scratches, rust stains or indications of welding process on the metal
surface underneath the lacquer.

Due to further research on different material use in the FiDU technology we decided
to present the sophisticated brother of the Chippensteel 0.5 made of polished and
lacquered copper offered in the limited edition of 100 pieces.

Colours:

Colours:
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•

•
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copper
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•
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raw lacquered
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Rondel COPPER

Pin COPPER

One of the most beloved copper accessories of the ZIETA collection that converts
a simple fruit holder to a decorative piece of art. Its purpose answers the actual
needs of the customer – it could be used as a trivet for pots or kettles or a towel
hanger when mounted in the bathroom.

Pin Copper is a special variation of the standard Pin hanger made of polished copper.
We offer four different sizes in a diameter: 10 - 16 cm that as a compilation on
a wall could form an imposing and rich ornamentation or simple but inspiring wall
hanger combination.

ø 36cm

Colours:
copper
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ø 27cm

Colours:
copper

ø 10cm

ø 12cm

ø 14cm

ø 16cm
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Kamm COPPER

B&R

This special edition of the Kamm hanger displays the waves and bulges that are the
result of the FiDU processing in copper polished to high gloss. It has the ability to add
a superior look to every bare or raw wall in the hall and still can serve its purpose as
a useful coat hanger.

B&R is a 125cm part of the world’s first kilometre of the rolled steel profile. It was
prepared especially for the London Design Festival 2010. B&R is made for everyone
to inflate at home using a bicycle pump. Everyone can try how FiDU works now.
Colours:

Colours:
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•
• 13cm •
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•

•
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RONDO
The mirror Rondo is made of stainless steel polished to high gloss. It is produced
in two sizes with the diameter of 75 and 120 cm. Its polished surface is perfectly
reflecting the light and other objects placed in the same room or hall. Depending
on the Rondo´s arrangement, either by hanging it or leaning at the wall, the mirror
can change the perception of the surroundings. Large-scale convexities that appear
on the surface of the mirror are literally able to alter the space. It is like making an
individualized interior design of the moment when by rolling the mirror from one
place to another everybody can create or rediscover a well-known environment to
a brand new and grasping concept.

KAMYKI
Kamyki is a series of wall hangers or decoration in unique but repeatable shapes.
Kamyki are made of stainless steel polished to high gloss which gives them a very
adorable look when mounted together to the wall to create a special pattern or
design. They are often used to decorate the reception entrances, halls or bare
and minimalistically structured walls inside or outside of the building. They have
different diameters from 7 to 20 cm which can be easily adjusted according to the
customer´s needs.

ø120cm

Colours:
inox
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ø75cm

Colours:
inox
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Plopp ALUMINIUM

UFO

Working on FiDU technology is all about experimenting with new materials, finishes,
to find out new possibilities of use for the technology. The super-unique Plopp in
aluminium is a manifest of new possibilities - efficient production process but also
flexibility of use of different metals and finishes to make a product one of a kind.

UFO is a coffee table derived from the simplicity of the mirror Rondo. Its table top
made of inox steel polished to high gloss could reflect pieces of crockery placed on it
or any other object in its close distance. UFO gives every interior a very modern and
impressive touch. Stainless steel of the plate and wooden legs are combined playfully
to result in an original piece of design.

•

Colours:
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